
Ancients, Moderns, and Africans
Phillis Wheatley and the Politics of Empire and Slavery in
the American Revolution

D AV I D WA L D S T R E I C H E R

In a letter to Mohegan minister Samson Occom published in

eleven colonial newspapers during the spring of 1774, Phillis Wheatley

engaged in an extended comparison of religious and political liberties,

relating both to the question of African slavery.

Rev’d and honor’d Sir,

I have this Day received your obliging kind Epistle, and am greatly satisfied with

your Reasons respecting the Negroes, and think highly reasonable what you offer in

Vindication of their natural Rights: Those that invade them cannot be insensible

that the divine Light is chasing away the thick Darkness which broods over the

Land of Africa; and the Chaos which has reign’d so long, is converting into beautiful

Order, and [r]eveals more and more clearly, the glorious Dispensation of civil and

religious Liberty, which are so inseparably united, that there is little or no Enjoy-

ment of one without the other: Otherwise, perhaps, the Israelites had been less

solicitous for their Freedom from Egyptian Slavery; I do not say they would have

been contented without it, by no means, for in every human Breast, God has

implanted a Principle, which we call Love of Freedom; it is impatient of Oppression,
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and pants for Deliverance; and by the Leave of our Modern Egyptians I will assert,

that the same Principle lives in us.1

Occom’s initial letter does not survive, but it seems clear enough that

however he started or continued this conversation, Wheatley ran far

enough with Occom’s “reasons” to make her sound distinctly modern to

some of her contemporaries—and to us. This letter is now often and

rightly quoted as an example of Wheatley’s eloquence, her prophetic

stance, and her universalism. It renders familiar, and inspirational, a poet

long dismissed for her Christian piety, Augustan prosody, and her occa-

sional relegation of Africa to the “thick darkness” of the pagan past. She

not only loved freedom, she affirmed that everyone does. We don’t need

what Wheatley goes on to call “the Penetration of a Philosopher,” to

understand what she means, and part of her genius lies in stating that

this is so.

We might linger, however, over her mocking identification of the

patriots—not the British—as “our Modern Egyptians.” A passage that

had begun in an identification of liberty with the times, and by implica-

tion with the patriot movement, proceeds to an indictment of those

would-be moderns as slave drivers who deny Africans not only their

freedom but also their human desire for salvation, “civil and religious.”

Even writing to a fellow Christian on the very theme of hypocrisy,

Wheatley begins with Anglo America in the enlightened present and

Africa the dark past, only to turn around expected equivalencies of time

and space. Who and what exactly was modern, or pagan, on the eve of

the American Revolution, if the seemingly self-evident truth of the matter

could shift in one paragraph, and that paragraph could be reprinted ten

times?2

1. Phillis Wheatley to Samson Occom, Feb. 11, 1774, in Phillis Wheatley,
Complete Writings, ed. Vincent Carretta (New York, 2001), 152–53; for the
reprintings see Vincent Carretta, Phillis Wheatley: Biography of a Genius in Bond-
age (Athens, GA, 2011), 159, 227n41. The letter was first introduced to scholars
by Charles Akers, “ ‘Our Modern Egyptians’: Phyllis Wheatley and the Whig
Campaign against Slavery in Revolutionary Boston,” Journal of Negro History 60
(July 1975), 297–310.

2. Wheatley to Occom, in Complete Writings, ed. Carretta, 153. For contem-
porary British American (and Wheatley’s) identification with Israel while seeing
Egypt as a glorious, African, yet pagan empire, see Wilson Jeremiah Moses, Afro-
topia: The Roots of African American Popular History (New York, 1998), 47–48.
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Such questions are not easily answered by the historiographies of slav-

ery and the American Revolution. Historians of the early United States

continue to talk around a “paradox” of slavery and liberty, even though

we also know well that there was nothing at all inconsistent about the

drivers of slaves yelping for liberty if the liberties in question included

their control over their property. The problem is partly in the eloquent

sources: contemporaries—like Wheatley—who called patriots hypocrites

“whose Words and Actions are so diametrically opposite,” and patriots

who called themselves inconsistent. Their way out remains our way in:

describing the Revolution as a new birth of liberty while casting slavery

as a pre-existing, ancient evil. That an emphasis on the ancient pedigree

of slavery characterized both proslavery arguments and the more defen-

sive patriot responses to Tory accusations of hypocrisy doesn’t seem to

discredit it much as the default historical interpretation, so long as it

gives the modernizing radicalism of the American Revolution due credit.

We remain stuck in a dilemma often more implicit than explicitly formu-

lated, perhaps enabling as well as limiting, in light of our inability to

think “slavery” without thinking ancient, or “the Revolution” without

thinking of a transition to the modern. The tendency to antiquate slav-

ery’s origins and modernize the Revolution’s effects has shaped the dif-

ficulty historians have had in crafting a satisfactory understanding of

slavery’s place in the path “to” and “from” the Revolution, as it encour-

ages thinking not of slavery as a factor in how reactionary colonists got

to the Revolution, but instead of antislavery as part of the progressive

road from the Revolution.3

3. The most famous and influential formulation of the paradox remains
Edmund S. Morgan, “Slavery and Freedom: The American Paradox,” Journal of
American History 59 (June 1972), 5–29; see also Morgan, American Slavery,
American Freedom: The Ordeal of Colonial Virginia (New York, 1975), 4–6. Mor-
gan emphasized the early origins and development of the paradox—how slavery
and freedom grew together in the colonial period. But for Morgan, colonial devel-
opment and the Revolution could not be sundered, and in first introducing the
theme of slavery as “more than an exception” he credited Staughton Lynd, who
had written specifically about slavery in U.S. historiography and in the framing
and interpretation of the Constitution. Morgan, “Slavery and Freedom,” 5n1, cit-
ing Lynd, Class Conflict, Slavery and the United States Constitution: Ten Essays
(Indianapolis, IN, 1967). Wheatley to Occom, in Complete Writings, ed. Carretta,
153. In 1966 David Brion Davis described the problem of “slavery and the mean-
ing of America,” noting that America itself had been associated with progress, in
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Yet the overwhelming trend of recent work is to stress the innovative,

modern, and capitalist dimensions of New World slavery, paradox or
not. New forms of the state, and a more aggressive approach to coloniza-
tion, led to slavery’s expansion as a policy, developments that can be
related directly to the English Civil War, the Stuart restoration, and the
Glorious Revolution. The ensuing conversations about liberties and who
owned them are now understood as imperial as much as domestic events.
The globalism or modernity of the late-seventeenth-century Anglo world
is also that of the rise of slavery—and the beginnings of antislavery.4

part because it seemed to allow Europeans to go back in time and start all over
again. Davis has also stressed that slavery was associated by Europeans with prog-
ress until the 1760s–1790s. Davis, The Problem of Slavery in Western Culture
(Ithaca, NY, 1966), ix, 3–28; Slavery and Human Progress (New York, 1984),
81–82. It should be added that although Davis characterizes the problem of slav-
ery and the Revolution as an “inconsistency” and a “paradox” and the reliance of
“free society” upon slavery a “profound contradiction,” he also regards slavery
itself as involving inherent paradoxes (i.e., turning people into things), and has
more recently reasserted his sense of the underappreciated role of both slavery in
the Revolution and of the politics of slavery in U.S. history. Davis, Challenging
the Boundaries of Slavery (Cambridge, MA, 2003), 31–32; Davis, Inhuman Bond-
age: The Rise and Fall of Slavery in the New World (New York, 2006), 3–4, 7, 9;
Davis, The Problem of Slavery in the Age of Emancipation (New York, 2014),
3–44. This emphasis has appeared regularly in briefs for the Revolution as truly
revolutionary, from J. Franklin Jameson to Gordon S. Wood. Jameson, The Ameri-
can Revolution Considered as a Social Movement (1926; repr. Boston, 1956),
21–26; Wood, The Radicalism of the American Revolution (New York, 1991), 7.

4. Eric Williams, Capitalism and Slavery (1944; repr. Chapel Hill, NC, 1994);
James Oakes, Slavery and Freedom: An Interpretation of the Old South (New York,
1990); Robin Blackburn, The Making of New World Slavery: From the Baroque to
the Modern, 1492–1800 (New York, 1998); Christopher Tomlins, Freedom Bound:
Law, Labor and Identity in Colonizing English America, 1580–1865 (New York,
2011), 410–11, 399–400; Daniel K. Richter, Before the Revolution: America’s
Ancient Pasts (Cambridge, MA, 2011), 418–19; Walter Johnson, River of Dark
Dreams: Slavery and Empire in the Cotton Kingdom (Cambridge, MA, 2013);
Edward E. Baptist, The Half Has Never Been Told: Slavery and the Making of
American Capitalism (New York, 2014). Carla Pestana, The English Atlantic in
the Age of Revolution, 1640–1660 (Cambridge, MA, 2004); Steven Pincus, 1688:
The First Modern Revolution (New Haven, CT, 2009); William A. Pettigrew,
“Free to Enslave: Politics and the Escalation of Britain’s Transatlantic Slave
Trade,” William and Mary Quarterly 64 (Jan. 2007), 3–38; John Donoghue,
“ ‘Out of the Land of Bondage’: The English Revolution and the Atlantic Origins
of Abolition,” American Historical Review 115 (Oct. 2010), 943–74; Douglas
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The initial appearance of antislavery in the late seventeenth century, and

its sudden rise during the third quarter of the eighteenth century, coin-

cided with and reflected controversies over empire. The rapid expansion

of the British empire and its African slave trade in the eighteenth century

begged the question of its similarities to Greek, Roman, or other progeni-

tors (including, of course, Spanish, French, and Dutch variations on

empire). Consequently, a key dimension of the Anglo–American contro-

versy was a debate about empires—ancient and modern—and thus about

slavery as well. Noticing this isn’t a matter of projecting our contemporary

values or obsessions onto their eighteenth-century ones. The persistence

and growth of slavery in our own time despite a series of emancipations

and the ostensible contagion of human rights thinking suggests that there

has been no globalization without slavery. Slavery is both ancient and

modern; perhaps for that very reason, the conversation about slavery, like

the one about republics and empires, revolved and still revolves around

marking the ancient and the modern.5

Recent work on global slavery and on the uses of the “ancient” suggest

interpretive possibilities that can help us to understand why Phillis

Bradburn, “The Visible Fist: The Chesapeake Tobacco Trade in War and the
Purpose of Empire, 1690–1715,” William and Mary Quarterly 68 (July 2011),
361–86; David Waldstreicher, “The Origins of Antislavery in Pennsylvania: Early
Abolitionists and Benjamin Franklin’s Road Not Taken,” in Antislavery and Aboli-
tion in Philadelphia, ed. Richard Newman and James Mueller (Baton Rouge, LA,
2011), 45–65; Holly Brewer, “Subjects by Allegiance to the King? Debating Status
and Power for Subjects—and Slaves—Through the Religious Debates of the Early
British Atlantic,” in State and Citizen: British America and the Early United States,
ed. Peter Thompson and Peter S. Onuf (Charlottesville, VA 2013), 25–51; Abigail
L. Swingen, Competing Visions of Empire: Labor, Slavery, and the Origins of the
British Empire (New Haven, CT, 2015).

5. Davis, Problem of Slavery in Western Culture; Davis, Slavery and Human
Progress; Anthony Pagden, Lords of All The World: Ideologies of Empire in Britain,
Spain and France, c. 1500–1800 (New Haven, CT, 1995); Seymour Drescher,
The Mighty Experiment: Free Labor Versus Slavery in British Emancipation (New
York, 2002), 136; Geoffrey Plank, John Woolman’s Path to the Peaceable Kingdom:
A Quaker in the British Empire (Philadelphia, 2012); Eliga H. Gould, Among the
Powers of the Earth: The American Revolution and the Making of a New World
Empire (Cambridge, MA, 2012); Jack P. Greene, Evaluating Empire and Con-
fronting Colonialism in Eighteenth-Century Britain (New York, 2013). I owe the
observation about slavery and globalization to my former colleague Kathleen
Biddick.
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Wheatley became the most famous slave of her day and how this African

neo-classicist could shape the creation of the American republic. Joseph

C. Miller insists that slaving is a strategy employed by relatively marginal

folk; e.g., colonists. It has itself been a way of making history. It was, in

that sense, a counterculture in the early modern European much as in

initial ancient and African contexts, only to be embraced and enlarged

to buttress state-making, monarchy and mercantilism, and empires—not

so unlike what happened in the ancient Mediterranean, and in Africa in

the wake of European trade. Miller specifies why slavery recurs and why

its new features, the way it “became institutionalized in unprecedented

ways in the late eighteenth century Americas,” led to a new kind of
antislavery that got mixed up in the struggle over monarchy and empire.
This helps explain why Atlantic slavery could make the settlers seem
weird, even inferior, and yet also made the empire work and the colonists
more British and free—leading precisely to the crisis of colonial identity.6

Meanwhile, students of the seventeenth and eighteenth century across
disciplines are having a neoclassical revival of their own, finding not
just enthusiasm for the ancients but also complicated politics and subtle
selectivity. The term “ambivalence” comes up repeatedly, especially for
the eighteenth century, but the ambivalence was about both the present
and the ancient past, making the ancients good to think with about
empire, conquest, and slavery as much as about republicanism and vir-
tue. In colonial Peru, for example, Sabine McCormack finds that Roman
literature “provided a springboard” for colonization and for understand-
ing the Inca empire; yet Rome also “perennially elud[ed] the grasp” of
those who would use the ancient as simply a tool of power. The “poly-
valent” classical legacies “at times, became instruments of Andean auton-
omy.” For Eric Nelson, Greece and ancient Israel could even be a literal
source of ideas about democracy and the redistribution of wealth, against
modern innovations possibly read as Roman.7

6. Joseph C. Miller, The Problem of Slavery as History (New Haven, CT,
2012), 12, 53, 109–13, 187n69.

7. Sabine McCormack, On the Wings of Time: Rome, the Incas, Spain and
Peru (Princeton, NJ, 2007), xviii, 14, 21; Eric Nelson, The Greek Tradition in
Republican Thought (Cambridge, MA, 2004); Nelson, The Hebrew Republic
(Cambridge, UK, 2010); Howard D. Weinbrot, Brittania’s Issue: The Rise of Brit-
ish Literature from Dryden to Ossian (New York, 1993), 21–22; Weinbrot, “Pope
and the Classics,” in The Cambridge Companion to Alexander Pope, ed. Pat Rogers
(New York, 2007), 76–88; Joseph M. Levine, The Battle of the Books: History and
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In this sense scholarship seems to be returning, through the side door

of empire and the Atlantic world, to J. G. A. Pocock’s The Machiavellian
Moment (1975), which described not merely an early modern republican

revival and its inherent fragility in time but also a more paradoxical—and

imperial—pattern. The Machiavellian moment occurs when, in the con-

text of realizing the possibility of a republic of equal citizens, it is also

realized, at “possibly but not necessarily the same” time, that “a republic

is perceived as precarious, threatened by internal contradictions or by

contingent historical circumstances,” and one (if not the most important)

of those contradictions and circumstances is empire.8

For Pocock in 1975, the notion of imperial corruption animated the

revolt against the British empire and shaped the political creativity of the

period between 1776 and 1787. With the United States as the endgame,

Pocock could actually help Americanists forget about empire, or at least

identify against it, much as their early republic subjects did. The imperial

dimension barely registered in most American versions of the so-called

republican synthesis. But not for Pocock himself. His more recent work

may support an updated and more rigorous version of his notion of a

conceptual crisis in political history spurred by empire and its slaving

accompaniments. Barbarism and Religion, his six-volume excavation of

Literature in the Augustan Age (Ithaca, NY, 1994); Larry F. Norman, The Shock
of the Ancient: Literature and History in Early Modern France (Chicago, 2011);
Dan Edelstein, The Enlightenment: A Genealogy (Chicago, 2010), 22–63. On the
Americanist side of things, see Eran Shalev, Rome Reborn on Western Shores:
Historical Imagination and the Creation of the American Republic (Charlottesville,
VA, 2009); Caroline Winterer, “From Royal to Republican: The Classical Image
in Early America,” Journal of American History 91 (Mar. 2005), 1264–90;
Winterer, “Model Empire, Lost City: Ancient Carthage and the Science of Politics
in Revolutionary America,” William and Mary Quarterly 67 (Jan. 2010), 3–30;
Nathan R. Perl-Rosenthal, “The ‘Divine Right of Republics’: Hebraic Republican-
ism and the Debate over Kingless Government in Revolutionary America,”
William and Mary Quarterly 66 (July 2009), 535–64; Shalev, American Zion: The
Old Testament as a Political Text from the Revolution to the Civil War (New
Haven, CT, 2013), 13.

8. J. G. A. Pocock, The Machiavellian Moment: Florentine Political Thought
and the Atlantic Republican Tradition (Princeton, NJ, 1975), 5. For a powerful
account of how anti-tyranny discourse developed in relation to conceptions of
slavery from the Greeks and Romans to Hobbes and Locke, see Mary Nyquist,
Arbitrary Rule: Slavery, Tyranny, and the Power of Life and Death (Chicago,
2013).
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Edward Gibbon’s Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, pivots pre-

cisely on the threat of not just “corruption” or “conspiracy” but empire
to republican virtue. But what kind of empire? Not one that Americanists

can write off as merely old world. Rome as an “empire of conquest and

enslavement, rather than of commerce and industry” emerges in Gib-

bon’s intellectual world not by direct contrast—London as Rome—but

by subtle, selective appropriation, “the inexhaustible ambiguities of sen-

timent” toward ancient history. The result—Gibbon’s achievement—was

a part of a challenge to empire that emerged in the third quarter of

the eighteenth century and that both emboldened and endangered the

colonists. Empire created opportunity and liberty, but it also grew gov-

ernment, greed, and slavery. It had to be managed, and thinking about

ancient history and ancient texts was more than just a scholarly way to

do that.9

For the American patriots in particular, what Miller would call the

slaving part of the equation had to be managed, especially if they were

going to spin neoclassicism in a favorable direction. For if slavery’s

growth in the colonies was a sign of imperial overexpansion and deca-

dence, where did that leave patriot denunciations of ministerial corrup-

tion? James Otis demonstrated in 1764 that the issues of slavery and

9. The empire factor dropped out more decidedly for what Daniel T. Rodgers
called RepublicanismH (The Harvard School) than RepublicanismS (the St. Louis
School, directly influenced by Pocock). Rodgers, “Republicanism: The Career of
a Concept,” Journal of American History 79 (June 1992), 11–38. For John M.
Murrin and Drew R. McCoy, the empire theme reemerged in 1790s in the next
court-versus-country battle inspired by the specter of international war. The
return of empire can be seen in Ignacio Gallup-Diaz, Andrew Shankman, and
David J. Silverman, eds., Anglicizing America: Empire, Revolution, Republic (Phil-
adelphia, 2015); Andrew Shankman, ed., The World of the Revolutionary Ameri-
can Republic (New York, 2014); see also Greene, Evaluating Empire; Gould,
Among the Powers of the Earth; and Craig Yirush, Settlers, Liberty and Empire:
The Roots of Early American Political Theory, 1675–1775 (New York, 2011).
For further ruminations on the historiography, see David Waldstreicher, “The
Revolutions in Revolution Historiography: Cold War Contradance, Neo-Imperial
Waltz, or Jazz Standard?” Reviews in American History 42 (Mar. 2014), 23–35;
Michael McDonnell and David Waldstreicher, “Revolution in the Quarterly? A
Historiographical Analysis, 1944–2016,” William and Mary Quarterly 74 (Octo-
ber 2017), forthcoming. Pocock, Barbarism and Religion, Volume Three: The First
Decline and Fall (New York, 2003), 309, and Volume Four: Barbarians, Savages
and Empires (New York, 2005).
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colonial liberties could be linked in an antiracist as well as antislavery

key, and he didn’t invent it out of whole cloth. By 1772, slavery had

been thoroughly implicated in the seemingly separate issues of economy

and sovereignty—issues of empire. In Somerset v. Steuart (1772), a case

about a Virginia–Boston fugitive who ran away in London, the pre-

eminent jurist Lord Mansfield ruled that colonial slave laws did not

trump English liberties—in this case the right of a person not to be seized

and transported. Consequently, Anglo Americans faced the fact that the

colonies were different than England not only because they had more

liberty or more land or less aristocracy but also because they had slavery;

that they had slavery because they were colonies; and that the same

justifications for slavery or any distinctly colonial state of affairs might

also justify limits on colonists’ power, their liberties, or their equality as

British citizens.10

When the British mainstream and officialdom depicted African slavery

as an example of “beyond the line” barbarism that must be contained in

the colonies, and the American revolutionaries responded by blaming

slavery on antiquated imperial governance, a space opened in which

Africans could make a political difference even in the absence of rebellion

or marronage (which also occurred, in Jamaica in 1760 and St. Vincent

in 1769–73). Mansfield’s moment was also, or even first, James Somer-

set’s moment: If the fugitive had not made his way to Granville Sharp’s

doorstep, there would have been no Mansfield decision. Closer attention

to Somerset’s contemporary Phillis Wheatley suggests a Somerset/

Wheatleyan moment in 1772–73: a landmark in the struggle against slav-

ery and a moment of crisis for the American patriots. Wheatley, as much

as Somerset or Mansfield or Thomas Jefferson for that matter, exacer-

bated and made manifest the double meaning, and risks, of the classical

10. David Waldstreicher, Runaway America: Benjamin Franklin, Slavery, and
the American Revolution (New York: 2004), 175–209; Waldstreicher, Slavery’s
Constitution: From Revolution to Ratification (New York, 2009), 57–105;
Staughton Lynd and David Waldstreicher, “Free Trade, Sovereignty, and Slavery:
Toward An Economic Interpretation of American Independence,” William and
Mary Quarterly 68 (Oct. 2011), 597–630; for a similar argument, see Eliga H.
Gould, “The Laws of War and Peace: Legitimating Slavery in the Age of the
American Revolution,” in State and Citizen, ed. Thompson and Onuf, 52–76. For
the larger contexts of Mansfield’s politics, see Henry N. Buehner, “Mansfieldism:
Law and Politics in Anglo-America, 1700–1865,” PhD diss., Temple University,
2014.
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and republican revival in the context of slavery. She did this, in part,

by re-creating herself through the Greek and Roman classics—as a neo-

classical poet—and by making the relationship of the patriots’ dilemma

to the ancient and modern politics of slavery a key theme of her very

public project. She accomplished something politically that perhaps no

man could.

The Mansfieldian or Somerset–Wheatleyan moment of 1772 was not

merely an analogy to Pocock’s series of early modern Machiavellian

moments, but rather a crucial dimension of the thing itself in its Anglo–

American context. If so, the appropriate restatement of Pocock would be

that the struggle for colonial liberties—between, in this case, king-in-

parliament supremacy and some more republican or confederated ver-

sion of empire—suggested, in addition to a renaissance or renewal of

prerogatives, the disturbing possibility that the act of calling for them

would end in the abrogation of colonial liberties, including power over

their slaves. The colonial zone’s liberties may derive from exceptional

qualities that include slavery—and thus, quite possibly, end in a decline

into barbarism, the ultimate loss of liberty. In an attempt to postpone

this moment some American patriots moved toward antislavery, more

perhaps toward independence, and toward racism. The actions of slaves

helped produce this crisis, and thus shaped both the Revolution and the

distinctive future of slavery in North America.11

Phillis Wheatley’s career is a clear demonstration of this process in the

life, politics, and cultural work of one person. In the Somerset–Wheatley

moment, stunning imaginative leaps and a new kind of political practice

occurred. Granville Sharp’s reading of the ancient constitution meshed

with James Somerset’s inspired fugitivity and Lord Mansfield’s desire to

enforce Parliamentary supremacy to produce a juridical dimension of this

happening—a decision. A pious Boston slave girl with an astoundingly

sensitive ear, an awareness of exactly what it meant to be called “an

uncultivated Barbarian from Africa” (or to call Americans “our modern

Egyptians”), and a hard-won talent for putting herself in others’ shoes,

11. Granville Sharp would put this in precise terms from the English perspec-
tive: Colonial slavery (i.e., empire) could infect and ruin ancient English liberties.
Christopher Leslie Brown, Moral Capital: Foundations of British Abolitionism
(Chapel Hill, NC, 2006), 155–206. See also Eliga H. Gould, “Zones of Law,
Zones of Violence: The Legal Geography of the British Atlantic, circa 1772,”
William and Mary Quarterly 60 (July 2003), 471–510.
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initiated another highly publicized happening, at the other end of the

Atlantic, in another sector of the public sphere. Wheatley’s own realiza-

tion that she could address her African and enslaved experience as well

as her captors’ prejudices and practices through an engagement with the

Mediterranean heritage—a heritage seen by her captors as at once distant

(ancient) and universal—was pivotal. Her profundity and political effec-

tiveness derived not just from her classicism but from its studied inflec-

tion of her Africanism—and her womanhood.12�
What can we know of Wheatley’s African experience and what it meant

to her in the almost complete absence of her direct testimony? Shipping

records and newspapers reveal that Wheatley arrived in Boston on the

Phillis in 1761, at about the age of seven or eight. Nevertheless, that’s a

lot to know about an individual enslaved person during the Revolution-

ary era. It has been tempting for scholars in recent years to presume she

came from direct from Senegambia, since she later mentions Gambia as

an origin, and the ship owner Timothy Fitch directed his captain to that

region. But she could have been taken or retaken at a number of West

African or Caribbean ports. Like many slaving ships in this era, the Phil-
lis was also directed by its owner to make as many stops as necessary to

fill the cargo. Senegambian voyages did not stay long in port at mid-

century, if only because of a high ratio of shipboard revolts there.13

So we do not know where she was from. And yet if we apply what we

do know about West Africa and slavery in the late 1750s and think of

12. The language of barbarism appeared in reference to Wheatley’s state upon
arrival from Africa in the famous testament of Boston worthies introducing her
poems: Thomas Hutchinson et al., “To the Publick,” in Wheatley, Poems on Vari-
ous Subjects, Religious and Moral (London, 1773), vii.

13. Tim Fitch to Capt. Ellery, Jan. 14, 1759, Timothy Fitch to Peter Gwinn,
Jan. 12, 1760, Nov. 8, 1760, Sept. 4, 1761, Nov. 1, 1761, Oct. 1762, Slave Trade
Letters Collection, Medford Historical Society, http://www.medfordhistorical.org/
collections/slave-trade-letters/; Alexander X. Byrd, Captives and Voyagers: British
Migrants Across the Eighteenth Century Atlantic World (Baton Rouge, LA, 2008),
21–22; G. Ugo Nwokeji, The Slave Trade and Culture in the Bight of Biafra: An
African Society in the Atlantic World (Cambridge, UK, 2010), 38–39, 137; Claude
Meillassoux, The Anthropology of Slavery: The Womb of Iron and Gold, trans.
Alide Dasnois (Chicago, 1991), 67; Carretta, Genius in Bondage, 7–9.
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those facts as things Wheatley knew (better than we do), a meaningful

picture emerges, one that allows us to make sense of what she brought

to the writing table. In general, “most people who found themselves on

slave ships did so in the aftermath of war.” Historians of Senegambia

and West Africa agree that the 1750s saw a ramping up of wars, violent

European competition for trading posts, and pressure from African

coastal merchants on their warlord suppliers to liquidate human assets.

She may have traveled significantly even before arriving in a West African

port, and then possibly a Caribbean port—indeed, a sizable chunk of the

seven-year-old’s life may have been spent within the slave trade. It was

not unusual for young female children to be caught up in the expanding

market for people. They were more easily captured and pawned; their

sale was in some ways where the more traditional forms of enslavement

and the newer more market-oriented forms overlapped, resulting in an

intensified kidnapping of women and children. A precociously bright

and observant child would have learned quite a bit about trades in

women, about travel, about the commonality of slavery and about its

spread, and about war and change in West African inlands and Atlantic

coasts.14

The recent literature on the slave trade, and on oral culture in West

Africa and the British Caribbean, stresses the role of women as poets

14. Marcus Rediker, The Slave Ship: A Human History (New York, 2006), 98,
201; Joseph C. Miller, “Introduction,” in Women and Slavery: Africa, the Indian
Ocean, and the Medieval North Atlantic, vol. 1, ed. Gwyn Campbell, Suzanne
Miers, and Joseph C. Miller (Athens, OH, 2007), 17; Philip D. Curtin, Economic
Change in Precolonial Africa: Senegambia in the Era of the Slave Trade (Madison,
WI, 1975), 110; David Eltis, “The Volume and Structure of the Transatlantic
Slave Trade,” William and Mary Quarterly 58 (Jan. 2001), 17–46; John K.
Thornton, Warfare in Atlantic Africa, 1500–1800 (London, 1999), 146–47;
Miller, “The Dynamics of History in Africa and the Atlantic Age of Revolutions,”
in The Age of Revolutions in Global Context, 1750–1840, ed. David Armitage and
Sanjay Subrahmanyan (New York, 2009), 118; Boubacar Barry, Senegambia and
the Atlantic Slave Trade (Cambridge, UK, 1998); James F. Searing, West African
Slavery and Atlantic Commerce: The Senegal River Valley, 1700–1860 (New York,
1993); Rebecca Shumway, The Fante and the Transatlantic Slave Trade (Roches-
ter, NY, 2011); Audra A. Diptee, “African Children in the British Slave Trade
During the Late Eighteenth Century,” Slavery and Abolition 27 (Aug. 2006),
183–96; Paul Lovejoy, “The Children of Slavery—The Transatlantic Phase,”
Slavery and Abolition 27 (Aug. 2006), 197–217.
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who represented, and often glorified, male authorities. Roger D.

Abrahams has described “verbal play directed at a powerful figure” as a

West African tradition that made it to the Americas. Other scholars of

this period underline the importance of death rituals both in West Afri-

can cultures, in the changing West Africa emerging from the slave trade,

and in the lamentations and narrations of African women in Atlantic

slavery. The one detail that exists in Wheatley family lore about Phillis’s

African memories involved her mother pouring out water to the sun in

the morning, as part of what the recorders understood as a religious

ritual.15

Much of this background would have played directly into the role of

the poet in eighteenth century Anglo America. Whether elegiac and per-

sonal or occasional and imperial, eighteenth-century poetry “was issue-

dominated, highly rhetorical, and centered on present-day happenings.”

In both Africa and America during the eighteenth century, a woman

talking eloquently about war and death could become a more valued

member of an intimate and political community by doing so. It might

even be a way to re-establish kin ties in a real, substantive sense. Many

of Wheatley’s poems, and especially the early ones, were in effect gift

offerings for the bereaved, offered in a Christian idiom to be sure, but

universalizing in effect. We know that her poems circulated first in manu-

script, between acquaintances, and that she was asked to read or recite

in parlors long before male authorities wondered who could have taught

her or whether she actually wrote the poems. The female networks she

found suggests that some aspects of her African knowledge of how to be

15. Ruth Flanagan, The Oral and Beyond: Doing Things with Words in Africa
(Chicago, 2007); Roger D. Abrahams, The Man-of-Words in the West Indies (Balti-
more, 1983); Roger D. Abrahams, Singing the Master: The Emergence of African
American Culture in the Plantation South (New York, 1992), 111; George E.
Brooks, Eurafricans in West Africa: Commerce, Social Status, Gender, and Reli-
gious Observance from the Sixteenth to the Eighteenth Century (Athens, OH,
2003), 31; Robert M. Baum, Shrines of the Slave Trade: Diola Religion and Society
in Precolonial Senegambia (New York, 1999); Stephanie Smallwood, Saltwater
Slavery: A Middle Passage from Africa to American Diaspora (Cambridge, MA,
2007), 196–98; Vincent Brown, The Reaper’s Garden: Death and Power in the
World of Atlantic Slavery (Cambridge, MA, 2010); Margaretta Odell, “Memoir,”
in Memoir and Poems of Phillis Wheatley, a Native African and a Slave (Boston,
1834), 11.
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in the world, how to relate to others, how to survive and even thrive

amid strangers, might, indeed, translate.16

Recent studies of Atlantic cultures stress syncretism despite—and

sometimes because of—uneven power relationships: Even exploitative

relations are, after all, relationships. People did not simply choose assim-

ilation or cultural autochthony any more than they do today. What

would the various middle grounds have looked like to a young slave in

Boston? It surely varied depending on who was listening. Jeffrey Brace,

who was captured in the Niger Valley, spent a few months in Barbados,

and arrived in Boston just the summer before Wheatley did, remembered

that Africans there “asked me many questions about my native country.”

At the same time, as Anne Bailey suggests, the slave trade had an effect

on individuals of the sort we associate with modern wars: Veterans often

do not like to talk about it directly, and certainly not to people who not

only did not share the experience but also do not admit their complicity

in the horror of it all.17

16. David S. Shields, Oracles of Empire: Poetry, Politics and Commerce in Brit-
ish America, 1690–1750 (Chicago, 1990); Max Cavitch, American Elegy: The
Poetry of Mourning from the Puritans to Whitman (Minneapolis, 2006); Paula
Backscheider, Eighteenth-Century Women Poets and Their Poetry (Baltimore,
2005); J. Paul Hunter, “Couplets and Conversation,” in The Cambridge Compan-
ion to Eighteenth-Century British Poetry, ed. John Sitter (Cambridge, UK, 2001),
13; John C. Shields, Phillis Wheatley’s Poetics of Liberation: Backgrounds and
Contexts (Knoxville, TN, 2009), 103–104, 117, 122. In this respect, Henry Louis
Gates, Jr.’s imagined “trial” at which Wheatley was supposedly grilled by gentle-
men skeptics is also a particularly gendered telling of her story. It is necessary
only if one cannot imagine or recover women’s practices of circulating manuscripts
and poetry. Gates, The Trials of Phillis Wheatley: America’s First Black Poet and
Her Encounters with the Founding Fathers (New York, 2000), 5–27; for critiques,
see Phillip M. Richards, Black Heart: The Moral Life of African American Letters
(New York, 2006), xxvii, 72; Joanna Brooks, “Our Phillis, Ourselves,” American
Literature 82 (Mar. 2010), 1–28, esp. 1–4, 17–18; David Waldstreicher, “The
Wheatleyan Moment,” Early American Studies 9 (Fall 2011), 522–551, esp.
528–31; Max Cavitch, “The Poetry of Phillis Wheatley in Slavery’s Recollective
Economies, 1773 to the Present,” in Race, Ethnicity, and Publishing in America,
ed. Cecile Cottenet (London, 2014), 221–27. For Wheatley’s support network
of women, see especially David Grimsted, “Anglo-American Racism and Phillis
Wheatley’s ‘Sable Veil,’ ‘Lengthn’d Chain,’ and ‘Knitted Heart,’ ” in Women in the
Age of the American Revolution, ed. Ronald Hoffman and Peter J. Albert (Char-
lottesville, VA, 1989), 370–94.

17. Jeffrey Brace, The Blind African Slave: Memoirs of Boyereau Brinch, Nick-
named Jeffrey Brace, ed. Kari J. Winter (Madison, WI, 2005), 152; Anne Bailey,
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Wheatley used to be a poster child for uplift, assimilation, and literacy;

subsequently she became a target for Afrocentrists who readily pre-

sumed, based on the existing scholarship, that her choice of literary

models made her at best victim of deracination, at worst an oreo who

rejected Africa. Yet it seems more likely that she chose poetic roles and

forms for their very continuities with her West African and Atlantic expe-

riences. The issue here is not whether Wheatley had African or slave

trade memories, kept them alive, or knew how and when to share them;

it is how they related to the idioms she did choose in her writing, which

made her a public figure at an astonishingly young age.

Until very recently most scholars have also neglected, or continued to

condescend to, what to most of us is most foreign and inaccessible about

Wheatley: her classicism. We’ve been so shaped by our generations’ lack

of a classical education, and perhaps by the idea that, as Bernard Bailyn

argued, the American founders were not real classical scholars and that

their appropriations of classics thus had only derivative and symbolic

rather than substantive meaning, that even specialists in the period have

tended to view neoclassicism as mere window dressing, or the playful

and pragmatic use of pseudonyms: a kind of heady yet superficial identity

politics, the equivalent of a toga at a frat party.18

African Voices of the Atlantic Slave Trade: Beyond the Silence and the Shame (Bos-
ton, 2005), 161–62.

18. With exceptions including Martha Watson, “A Classic Case: Phillis
Wheatley and Her Poetry,” Early American Literature 31 (Jan. 1996), 103–32;
Eric Slauter, The State as a Work of Art: Cultural Origins of the Constitution
(Chicago, 2009), 169–214; and more optimistically, John C. Shields, The Ameri-
can Aeneas: Classical Origins of the American Self (Knoxville, TN, 2001); Julian
D. Mason, “Examples of Classical Myth in the Poems of Phillis Wheatley,” in
American Women and Classical Myths, ed. Gregory A. Staley (Waco, TX, 2009),
23–33; R. A. P. López, The Colorful Conservative: American Conversations with
the Ancients from Wheatley to Whitman (Lanham, MD, 2011), 91–127; Shields,
Phillis Wheatley’s Poetics of Liberation; John C. Shields and Eric D. Lamore,
eds., New Essays on Phillis Wheatley (Knoxville, TN, 2011), 3–157; Eric Ashley
Hairston, The Ebony Column: Classics, Civilization, and the African American
Reclamation of the West (Knoxville, TN, 2013), 25–64. James Raven, “Classical
Transports: Latin and Greek Texts in North and Central America before 1800,”
in Books Between Europe and the Americas: Connections and Communities, 1620–
1860, ed. Leslie Howsam and James Raven (New York, 2011), 157–86; Bernard
Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution (Cambridge, MA,
1967), 26; contrast more appreciative assessments in Richard Gummere, The
American Colonial Mind and the Classical Tradition (Cambridge, MA, 1963);
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But what does the naı̈ve reader of Homer, Terence, Virgil, and Ovid—

the four poets Wheatley invoked directly as muses in her first volume,

each central to mid-eighteenth-century education both in the original

and in translation—discover? Tricksters and Gods who intervene in

human lives. Gods that behave like humans; humans who are godlike.

Direct speech with the dead. An overwhelming importance given to elo-

quent acts of speech, and to “professional rhapsodists” who represent

“the defeated and the dead” while singing of gods, of battles, and of

heroes who might even be present at the feast. Libations poured out for

the gods, ritually, regularly. A world of war (The Iliad). A world of

consequential, tragic, and yet sometimes redemptive travels (The Odys-
sey, The Aeneid, Metamorphoses). Women as prizes—booty of war—and

as slaves: Most of the slaves in The Odyssey are women. Individual

women who are on the bottom but seem to have the power to determine

the doings of men, and not merely as catalysts. Women mourning, and

being mourned. A “dread of enslavement” as a central trope, as slaves

are made free, and men and women made slaves.19

Gordon S. Wood, The Creation of the American Republic, 1776–1787 (Chapel
Hill, NC, 1969), 49–53.

19. Homer, The Illiad of Homer Translated by Alexander Pope, ed. Steven
Shankman (London, 1996); Alexander Pope, The Odyssey of Homer, ed. Maynard
Mack (2 vols., New Haven, CT, 1967); Page DuBois, Slaves and Other Objects
(Chicago, 2008), 102, 128, 134–35; Orlando Patterson, “Slavery in the Pre-
modern World and Early Greece,” in Slave Systems Ancient and Modern, ed.
Enrico del Lago and Constantine Katseri (Cambridge, UK, 2008), 62–63; M. I.
Finley, The World of Odysseus, 2nd ed. (New York, 1965), 39, 46, 53–54, 59, 145;
Page DuBois, Trojan Horses: Saving the Classics From Conservatives (New York,
2001), 66, 114; Edith Hall, The Return of Ulysses: A Cultural History of Homer’s
Odyssey (Baltimore, 2008), 36, 101, 116, 120, 132, 203; William G. Thalmann,
The Swineherd and the Bow: Representations of Class in the Odyssey (Ithaca, NY,
1998), 49–107; Richard Alston, “Introduction: Reading Ancient Slavery,” Patrice
Rankine, “Odysseus as Slave: The Ritual of Domination and Social Death in
Homeric Society,” and Leanne Hunnings, “The Paradigms of Execution: Manag-
ing Slave Death from Homer to Virginia,” in Reading Ancient Slavery, ed. Richard
Alston, Edith Hall, and Laura Profitt (London, 2011), 18–19, 26, 34–71; Alberto
Manguel, Homer’s The Iliad and The Odyssey: A Biography (Vancouver, BC,
2007), citing Peter Levi at 54 (“defeated and dead”); William Fitzgerald, Slavery
and the Roman Literary Imagination (Cambridge, UK, 2000), 87, 90; Laurel
Fulkerson, Ovid: A Poet on the Margins (London, 2016), 6–7, 59–87. “To Maece-
nas” also invokes Horace indirectly through his patron, to whom the poem is
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Slaves who are smarter than their masters, who manipulate situations

to their own ends in Terence’s comedies, or who may be the loyal keys

to the reclaiming of the kingdom, like Eumaeus in The Odyssey. Eumaeus

is a boy prince who was sold away, then captured: Now an old man, he

indicates a world in which anyone might be enslaved, but still might

come to love his captors, and be in some sense a member of the family.

Indeed, in Homer’s ancient world, there is a discernible relation between

travel, encounter, war, and enslavement, one that would have meant all

the more because of the several mentions of Egypt and Ethiopia in the

text. In the later Greek and Roman literature the importance of slaves in

everyday life, as “vibrant violators and exploiters of the intimacies of

family life,” only intensifies. So does the ubiquity of war as a cruel lev-

eler. Africa appears with even greater clarity and frequency as a place on

the map. The very first of Virgil’s Eclogues, often used as a teaching text

for children, is a dialogue in which one interlocutor speaks of his escape

from slavery while the other forecasts exile to, among other places,

Africa, in the wake of the forcible transfer of land to soldiers. And

Horace—so clearly a favorite of Wheatley as he was of one of her English

favorites, Alexander Pope—repeatedly makes a theme of how patronage

and his talents made it possible for him to live a better life despite his

father’s low status as a former slave.20

Students of slavery have rightly made much of the travesty committed

by masters who gave names like Caesar and Pompey to their household

bondsmen. Wheatley carried the name of the slave ship she was bought

from, the Phillis. But was it refreshing to learn that the name referred to

a beautiful woman in Virgil’s third Eclogue? A tragic, eloquent figure in

Ovid’s Heroides? Or that, in one of Horace’s Odes, Phillis is a slave so

addressed, and mentions Homer and Virgil (“Maro”); Wheatley, Complete Writ-
ings, ed. Carretta, 9–10.

20. Terence, The Comedies, trans. Peter Brown (New York, 2006); Miller, The
Problem of Slavery as History, 67; Peter Hunt, “Slaves in Greek Literary Culture,”
Sandra Joshel, “Slavery and Roman Literary Culture,” and Keith Bradley, “Slav-
ery in the Roman Republic,” in The Cambridge World History of Slavery, Vol. I:
The Ancient Mediterranean, ed. Keith Bradley and Paul Cartledge (New York,
2011), 22–47, 214–40, 241–64; Virgil, The Eclogues, trans. Guy Lee (New York,
1984), 22, 33; Horace, The Complete Odes and Epodes, trans. David West (Oxford,
UK, 1997), v, 4–5, 12; Niall Rudd, ed., The Satires of Horace and Persius (1973;
Rev. ed. New York, 1987), 18, 66–70, 118–20, 172.
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virtuous “she must Have come down from kings!” If the late colonial

and revolutionary era master class fulfilled their imperial fantasies by

imagining their slaving as akin to Greek and Roman varieties, that

required, or at least allowed, them to do more than merely condescend

to their slaves as primitive and pagan. Like the Christian and republican

traditions, these Mediterranean idioms had universalizing, as well as

inegalitarian, potential.21

By the time Wheatley opens her 1773 Poems by citing the Roman

slave poet Terence, “African by birth,” as a precedent, in a poem titled

“To Maecenas,” the patron of Horace, she had connected a certain set

of dots. The classical world, her Africa, and her America exist in the

same universe. Poets are actors in this world. They make sense of war,

of cross-cultural encounters, enslavement, the supernatural. Women can

be central to a cultural and political drama: The traffic in women is a

kind of original sin that makes and unmakes the world—the real origins

of slavery in fact—and it is the job of the poet to knit the world back

together, and maybe free herself in the process. Classical examples and

models do not consist of unattainable brilliance or primitive exoticism to

be appreciated, if at all, for its very difference from a modern Christian

world. Rather, the classics are classic because they apply to her worlds.

They are pagan, but they are witty, playful, worldly. Squaring what’s

good, what’s not so good, what’s the same, and what’s different about

the ancient and the modern is like any other act of comparing times,

places, and mores.22

21. Virgil, Eclogues, 51, 53; Ovid, Heroides, trans. Harold Isbell, Rev. ed (New
York, 2004), 10–16; Eric Ashley Hairston, “The Trojan Horse: Classics, Memory,
Transformation, and Afric Ambition in Poems on Various Subjects, Religious and
Moral,” in New Essays on Phillis Wheatley, ed. Shields and Lamore, 66–67.

22. Wheatley shares, in short, her model Alexander Pope’s ambivalence about
the classics, an ambivalence that led him to translate Homer as well as use classical
forms as models for Christian and Enlightenment arguments. For Pope and the
ancients and moderns, see for example Steve Shankman, “Pope’s Homer and His
Poetic Career,” and Howard Weinbrot, “Pope and the Classics,” in The Cam-
bridge Companion to Alexander Pope, ed. Rogers, 63–75, 76–88; Weinbrot, Brit-
tania’s Issue, 194–275; Helen Deutsch, Resemblance and Disgrace: Alexander Pope
and the Deformation of Culture (Cambridge, MA, 1996). Setting Wheatley in the
context of contemporary servant-girl poets, Donna Landry described Wheatley as
performing “cultural hybridity with a vengeance.” Landry, The Muse of Resistance:
Laboring-Class Women’s Poetry in Britain, 1739–1796 (New York, 1990), 247.
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And most of all, if a woman and a slave seeks to hitch her desires to

those of men and nations, it is wisest to work by indirect comparison.

The classical revival provided her with a way of talking about her experi-

ence without talking about it directly. In that light, we might consider

the moment when she first made real in practice the possibilities of a

dialogue between the African, the classical, and the contemporary.

Wheatley’s first published poem, which appeared in a Newport paper in

1767, is about the near-shipwreck of two Nantucket Quaker merchants.

Written by a Bostonian, it nicely exemplifies a kind of archipelagic New

England experience analogous to the ancient Greek world, and resolves

a distinctly Homeric set of queries about the causes of a tempest into a

Christian salvation.

Did Fear and Danger so perplex your Mind,

As made you fearful of the Whistling Wind?

Was it not Boreas knit his angry Brow

Against you? Or did Consideration bow?

To lend you Aid, did not his Winds combine?

To stop your passage with a churlish Line,

Did haughty Eolus with Contempt look down

With Aspect windy, and a study’d Frown?

Regard them not;—the Great Supreme, the Wise,

Intends for something hidden from our Eyes.

It isn’t hard to imagine why the survivor of a slave ship could identify

with another terrifying voyage.23

But these lines are also literally evocative of The Odyssey and Virgil’s

Aeneid. In Pope’s translation of The Odyssey, the ghost of Agamemnon

asks the ghost of Amphideon, one of the suitors slain by Odysseus,

“What cause compell’d so many, and so gay, / To tread the downward,

melancholy way? . . . did the rage of stormy Neptune sweep / Your lives

23. Wheatley, “On Messrs. Hussey and Coffin,” in Complete Writings, ed.
Carretta, 73–74. As Julian D. Mason observes, two poems about voyages appear
in the 1773 Poems; one of them, “Ode to Neptune,” also invokes “AE’lus.”
The unpublished poem “Ocean” (1773) also mention Boreas and takes a line
from Pope’s translation of The Iliad. Mason, “Examples of Classical Myth,” 26;
Wheatley, Complete Writings, ed. Carretta, 41, 78–80, 185.
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at once, and whelm beneath the deep?” There are many such storm-

tossed voyages in Homer, accompanied by questions about the gods’

intentions. An even more direct thematic link lies in the beginnings of

Dryden’s Aeneid, which begins with Juno asking Eolus, who rules the

winds and the waves, to bring down the ship of the Trojans, whom she

calls “a race of wand’ring slaves.” He does so, with the help of Boreas,

the north wind. Ultimately Neptune calms the waves. Aeneas and his

Trojans land in Libya—later described as part of “Africk,” one of numer-

ous references in the poem to North and East African peoples.24

The poem to Hussey and Coffin is also typical of Wheatley’s later

work in calling attention to the inspired poet’s role as a mediator between

God and the subject, simultaneously humbling herself and exalting her

role. The poet, in Pope/Homer’s version of such a scene, channels the

dead; in Dryden/Virgil, he channels the gods, the ultimate religious act

and act of translation. In Wheatley’s version, the poet and the audience

come together in response to trauma, and a Christian supersession that

is beyond the ancients. Yet the entire project presumes a careful building

upon the classics—classics that, for Wheatley, depict a world and a set

of experiences that are not only analogous to her own voyage, but also

refer directly to Africa, to slaves, and to women as central actors.25

When we pay careful attention to the contextual information we have,

we see the thirteen-year-old Wheatley writing the role of her lifetime.

The preface to the poem published in the newspaper described her hear-

ing the story of Hussey and Coffin’s voyage while waiting table—

precisely the kind of banquet scene, with slaves and poets in attendance,

that recurs throughout The Odyssey. Moreover, Nathaniel Coffin, one of

the merchants she addressed, was a member of what would become a

24. The Odyssey of Homer in the English Verse Translation by Alexander Pope
(New York, 1942), 345; Virgil’s Aeneid, Translated by John Dryden, ed. Frederick
M. Keener (New York, 1997), 6–8, 91, 101, 235, 305.

25. For trauma, see Phillip M. Richards, “Phillis Wheatley: The Consensual
Blackness of Early African American Writing,” in New Essays on Phillis Wheatley,
ed. Shields and Lamore, 262. Wheatley could be talking about herself, imagining
herself into the world of the poem—as storm-tossed hero, as voice of the dead, as
vessel of the Gods. More importantly, however, is how she is in control of the
ancient references, the presence of the ancient that she comes to inhabit as much
as she inhabits her Africanness for the reader (the poem was published as having
been written by a “Negro Girl”). Complete Writings, ed. Carretta, 73.
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staunchly antislavery family. Coffin’s slaves Tombo and Sapho—one with

an African name, the other with the name of a female Greek poet—were

soon to befriend an enslaved man named James Somerset. Somerset was

the human property of Coffin’s employer and fellow customs officer,

Charles Steuart, who had taken Somerset with him to his posting in

Norfolk, then to Boston, and would later bring him in 1769 to London,

where he would run away and enter history in the great test case of

Somerset v. Steuart.26

Wheatley chose this occasion because she knew that her Quaker sub-

jects were more than usually sympathetic to her situation, perhaps more

open to the possibility of a special status for her. What’s most striking

here is the boldness of the identification. Author, audience, and the sub-

jects of the poem are placed on the same Christian and classical team.

Poetry linked these worlds in a universal culture. Wheatley does insist

on progress from the pagan worldview to the Christian, and in that sense

is certainly a “modern,” but she manages to do so in a way that levels

the playing field. She becomes an expert on the ancient, the modern,

and the relationship between them.

If the ancient Mediterranean is standing in for Africa, her performance

opens up another, more historicized way of viewing her self-distancing

from Africa. Wheatley’s relationship to Africa in her poems has been the

subject of much angst and speculation. It is usually construed in a nega-

tive fashion, most famously with reference to “On Being Brought from

AFRICA to AMERICA,” a poem Henry Louis Gates, Jr. reports as “the

most reviled poem in African-American literature” because of its seeming

thankfulness for enslavement, refigured as conversion:

TWAS mercy brought me from my pagan land

Taught my benighted soul to understand

That there’s a God, that there’s a Saviour too:

Once I redemption neither sought nor knew.

26. Jeanine Falino, Lives Shaped by the Revolution: Portraits of a Boston Fam-
ily: Speakman, Rowe, Coffin, & Amory (Cambridge, MA, 2005), 36–37; for Coffin,
Steuart, Somerset, Sapho, and Tambo, see Mark S. Weiner, Black Trials: Citizen-
ship from the Beginnings of Slavery to the End of Caste (New York, 2004), 71, 77;
Kirsten Sword, “Remembering Dinah Nevil: Strategic Deceptions in Eighteenth
Century Antislavery,” Journal of American History 97 (Sept. 2010), 315–43; Cof-
fin to Steuart, Aug. 7, 1769, Oct. 12, 1770, Charles Steuart Papers, Reel 2,
Rockefeller Library, Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, VA.
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She moves on immediately, however, to question her readers’ racism:

“Some view our sable race with scornful eye, / ‘Their colour is a diabolic

die.’ ” Recent interpreters detect a more challenging antiracist statement

in the final couplet, “Remember, Christians, Negros, black as Cain, /

May be refin’d, and join th’ angelic train,” if one pays attention to the

italics and considers the voice to be ironic rather than pleading. But even

a more literal reading of the middle of the poem must admit that at its

center is a critique of those who focus on race. The would-be Christians

are the only ones in the poem not moving forward. The poem is an

attempt to seize control of the meaning of Africa and America in time,

and to say that race is a static, ahistorical way of thinking about slavery,

Christianity, and civilization. The ambivalence about Africa parallels her

contemporaries’ ambivalence about the ancient world.27

Even from 1767 Wheatley’s invocations of Africa are decidedly

double-edged. They use presumptions of African pagan backwardness

to challenge easy notions of progress. “Must Ethiopians be imploy’d for

you / Greatly rejoice if any good I do,” she asked in “Deism,” an early

unpublished poem that went through a number of extant variants and

might also be seen as following a self-hating script—if it did not end in a

prose encomium that sounds precisely like an adaptation of her African

mother’s morning sun rite, but simultaneously classicized and Christian-

ized: “May I O eternal salute aurora to begin thy Praise, shall mortal

dust do that which immortals scarcely can comprehend.” References to

27. Wheatley, Complete Writings, ed. Carretta, 13; Henry Louis Gates, Jr.,
The Trials of Phillis Wheatley (New York, 2003), 71; William W. Cook and James
Tatum, African American Writers and the Classical Tradition (Chicago, 2010),
11; Tara Bynum, “Phillis Wheatley’s Pleasures,” Common-place 11:1 (Oct. 2010),
http://www.common-place.org/vol-11/no-01/bynum. In her 1773 Poems Wheatley
had revised her 1767 reference to her homeland as a “sable Land of error”—too
racial?—to “land of errors, and Egyptian gloom.” Kimberley Clay Bassard, Spiri-
tual Interrogations: Culture, Gender and Community in Early African American
Women’s Writings (Princeton, NJ, 1999), 43–44. Dwight McBride notes that in
her writings Wheatley “does not hate Africa; she hates ‘pagan’ or ‘Egyptian’
Africa.” McBride, Impossible Witnesses: Truth, Abolitionism, and Slave Testimony
(New York, 2001), 113. Joel Pace argues that “the descriptor ‘Pagan’ subtly links
Africa with the pagan cultures of Greece and Rome.” Pace, “Journeys of the imagi-
nation in Wheatley and Coleridge,” in Transatlantic Literary Studies, 1660–1830,
ed. Eve Taylor Bannet and Susan Manning (Cambridge, UK, 2012), 242.
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the sun as Aurora fill contemporary translations from Homer and Ovid:
In The Metamorphoses Aurora mourns a son lost in war.28

In a similar 1767 poem, later revised, an appeal to wayward Harvard
students, she refers to “the Sable land of error’s darkest night / There,
sacred Nine! For you no place was found, / Parent of mercy, ’twas thy
Powerfull hand / Brought me in safety from the dark abode.” Christianity
saves—but it also allows her access to the “sacred” classical muses. If
this is a refusal of Africa on behalf of Christianity, it is also a valorization
of her authority to mediate between both ancient worlds and this modern
one.

And that combination of refusal and valorization is the real game
changer. When Wheatley won a transatlantic audience with a poem on
the death of George Whitefield, and soon after entered into the colonial
controversy with occasional poems, she gradually began to write rather
different things about Africa. In her poem addressed to Lord Dartmouth
of 1772, she can mock Anglo presumptions that Africans remember their
home country as a “fancy’d happy seat,” given that it is a place where
fathers lose their daughters to the slave trade. This is not the first ref-
erence to paternity in the poem: In the first eight lines, celebrating
Dartmouth’s ascent to the secretaryship and its possibilities for the pres-
ervation of colonial liberties, the new secretary is the “sire” as well as the
“friend, [and] messenger” of peace and liberty. Wheatley improves upon
patriot hopes for Dartmouth, the “psalm-singer” Lord, by celebrating
New England liberties revived and then intuiting that the good Lord is
wondering how and why she would care. Her African experience, she
insists, is precisely what allows her to understand both liberty deprived
and the generational discourse through which patriots sought to influ-
ence imperial politics. The praise song, in other words, permits her to
criticize slavery, to participate in the Anglo–American conversation about
liberties, and to seem very, very discerning as well as polite.29

28. Samuel Garth et al., Ovid’s Metamorphosis in Fifteen Books (New York,
1961), 439; Pope, Odyssey of Homer, Books XIII–XXIV, 17, 238; Pope, Iliad of
Homer, 382; Wheatley, Complete Writings, ed. Carretta, 70, 71, 105. Carretta
places “Deism,” dated 1767, before “On Messrs. Hussey and Coffin,” probably
because the latter did not appear in the Newport Mercury (RI) until Dec. 15 of
that year.

29. Wheatley, Writings, ed. Carretta, 130–31; New York Journal, June 3,
1773, and Thomas Woolridge to Lord Dartmouth, Nov. 24, 1772, in Phillis
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Even given the rising importance of young women as a demographic

and cultural force and as potential symbols of and participants in rebel-

lion in late eighteenth-century North America, this is a remarkable bid

to link antislavery to the patriot appeal. Her coy shaming of Anglo

Americans while praising the colonial secretary depends on her feminine

as well as her African and slave identity. The presentation of the poem,

as recounted by Thomas Woolridge in the letter he sent enclosing the

poem to Lord Dartmouth, supports a gendered interpretation of

Wheatley’s actions. When Woolridge showed up in the Wheatleys’ par-

lor and asked Wheatley to prove her genius by composing something on

the spot, Phillis told him “she was then busy and engaged for the Day,”

but he could “propose a subject” and return in the morning. This is a

slave woman turning the tables and acting like a lady, at once acknowl-

edging her servitude and seducing the genteel visitor, because she has

something that he wants.30

For she did not always play the daughter, the child prodigy, or the

feminine mourning specialist: She could play it as a romance as well. In

a 1775 verse dialogue with British officers, she accepted their feminizing

pastoral reading of Africa, which makes her the bard of the continent.

Like Virgil, Horace, and Alexander Pope, she retailed pastoral nostalgia

in part to be able to comment on the effects of war, including enslave-

ment. Who, indeed, was a barbarian in a world at war? Wondering not

a little sarcastically, in early 1776, about “the proceedings of nations that

Wheatley and Her Writings, ed. William H. Robinson (New York, 1984), 388–89,
454; Joseph Rezek, “The Print Atlantic: Phillis Wheatley, Ignatius Sancho, and
the Cultural Significance of the Book,” in Early African American Print Culture,
ed. Lara Langer Cohen and Jordan Alexander Stein (Philadelphia, 2011), 35.
Vincent Carretta attributes Wheatley’s boldness to her awareness of the Mansfield
decision in Somerset v. Steuart (Carretta, Genius in Bondage, 119–33).

30. Cathy N. Davidson, Revolution and the Word (New York, 1986); Julia
Stern, The Plight of Feeling (Chicago, 1997); Susan E. Klepp, Revolutionary Con-
ceptions: Women, Fertility, and Family Limitation in America, 1760–1820
(Chapel Hill, NC, 2009). Nyquist concludes her study of anti-tyranny with
Wheatley as the first historical example “where the injustice of interstate political
slavery conveyed by antityrranicism is directly aligned with chattel slavery, which
therefore appears similarly unjust.” Nyquist, Arbitrary Rule, 368. Woolridge to
Dartmouth, Nov. 24, 1772, in Phillis Wheatley and Her Writings, ed. Robinson,
453–54. For an interpretation of this event, see Waldstreicher, “The Wheatleyan
Moment,” 522–27.
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are fav’d with the divine revelation of the gospel,” sharing her “anxious

suspense concerning the fortune of this unnatural civil Contest,” she laid

the stakes on the line by invoking explicitly the specter of barbarism.

Maybe the British “thirst of Dominion” was “design’d as the punishment

of the national views of others,” the Americans, “tho’ it bears the appear-

ance of greater Barbarity than that of the unciviliz’d part of mankind.”31

Ultimately Wheatley followed through on an increasingly complex set

of analogies regarding time, space, empires, barbarisms, and liberties that

proved useful in confronting the American Revolution as well as slavery.

If, as she put it in her last published poem in 1784, “new-born Rome

shall give Britannia law,” what would that mean for Africa? As in the

poem to Lord Dartmouth, where she did explicitly compare her enslave-

ment to the oppression of the colonists by way of explaining why she

could understand the latter, Wheatley’s great theme is one of triangula-

tion by analogies—or in her preferred term, in the most resonant descrip-

tion she gave of her own craft, similes: “Sometimes by Simile, a victory’s

won.” Mary Nyquist has observed that “similitude,” or argument by

analogy, structured early modern debates about the relationship between

tyranny and slavery, especially in the time of Milton, Wheatley’s other

favorite poet. The potential of these similes about tyrants, masters, and

slaves depended on something very important that contemporary schol-

arship on slavery has reasserted, but which American slaveholders came

to deny in the wake of antislavery: the exceptional, not at all progressive

or even timeless, quality of American racial slavery. The first, crucial

step was the realization that, as Miller has argued, “for the ancient Medi-

terranean . . . more relevant analogies may come from Africa than from

the modern Americas.” The relationship of Africa to Atlantic America
might still be analogous to the relationship between classical world and
modern, but it was not a simple one of improvement or supersession.32

31. Wheatley, Complete Writings, ed. Carretta, 40, 83–87; Wheatley to Obour
Tanner, Feb. 14, 1776, in “The Hand of America’s First Black Female Poet,”
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId�5021077.

32. Wheatley, “Liberty and Peace,” Complete Writings, ed. Carretta, 101.
Wheatley, “America,” Complete Writings, ed. Carretta, 75. It seems important in
this context that in this unfinished mini-epic poem the next line—the simile—is
explicitly gendered: “A certain lady had an only son,” referring to Britain and
America and, allusively, to Mary and Jesus. Nyquist, Arbitrary Rule, 162–69. For
Wheatley’s engagement with Milton, see Paula Loscocco, Phillis Wheatley’s
Miltonic Poetics (New York, 2014); Reginald Wilburn, Preaching the Gospel of
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The implications could be stunning—which is why the debate over

ancients and moderns remained resonant and useful. If one said that the

modern is superior, one could be shamed for defending “ancient” prac-

tices, including slavery. If one thought the ancients are a worthy model,

or at least not inferior in certain regards, then comparisons between them

and the present are warranted—and “the unciviliz’d part of mankind,”

including Africa, might be part of the conversation. Wheatley engaged in

precisely these sorts of comparisons in her letter to Occom, which was

published widely only a month after its composition. To refer to “mod-

ern Egyptians,” and call them “ours,” raised the question of American

slavery and its modernity. Wheatley insisted that slavery was implicated

in the very meaning, and thus the future, of America.

These were practical and personal as well ideological questions.

Phillis Wheatley in Boston was caught between slavery’s possible amelio-

ration and its extension—that is to say, between slavery’s seemingly

ancient persistence, indeed its cycles in imperial histories, and its mod-

ern American apotheosis in race. One of the things that have led histori-

ans away from Wheatley is that her experience does not look like typical

plantation slavery. Wheatley’s slavery looks like some aspects of ancient

slaveries. She got taught, like a member of the family; she was emanci-

pated because of her skill. Our imaginations are so shaped by the later

use of classical precedents by antebellum southerners, and by polemical

battles over the character of African slavery and the role of Africans in

the slave trade, that we forget the basic differences between varieties of

ancient or traditional slavery, and the North American variants. In Africa

and in the classical world, slavery might be brutal and ubiquitous, but

slavery was not racial, and slaves, especially in the Roman world, could

become, or more often became, free. Homer, indeed, seems to dwell on

this process of people becoming enslaved and becoming free.33

Black Revolt: Appropriating Milton in Early African American Literature (Pitts-
burgh, PA, 2014), 57–93. Joseph C. Miller, “Slavery as a Historical Process:
Examples from the Ancient Mediterranean and the Modern Atlantic,” in Slave
Systems, ed. Del Lago and Katseri, 98.

33. Keith Bradley, Slavery and Society at Rome (New York, 1994), 4; Sandra
Joshel, Slavery in the Roman World (Cambridge, UK, 2010), 41; Page DuBois,
Slavery: Antiquity and Its Legacy (New York, 2009), 101; Jean Andreau and Andre
Descat, The Slave in Greece and Rome, trans. Marian Leopold (Madison, WI,
2011), 10, 25; Robert Knapp, Invisible Romans (Cambridge, MA, 2011), 172–94;
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But this is precisely this that made Wheatley a threat to the American

revolutionaries, such that the Boston’s patriot newspapers and printers

began to decline to publish her around, interestingly enough, 1772. It

isn’t just that she proved Africans could write poetry, that they were

capable, so race as a justification for slavery was a lie. It’s that she showed

that modern, American slavery was worse than the ancient kind precisely

insofar as it did not celebrate or even free individuals like Wheatley.

She raised the distinct possibility that history was going backwards, not

forwards, in America, and signaled the implications in numerous ways,

even as she kept lines of communication open with both sides of the

imperial controversy. A London reviewer of her Poems on Various Sub-
jects, Religious and Moral (1773) registered the possibilities here by

spending his first paragraph mocking her use of solar imagery as all too

African and not really classical (“Homer and Hesiod breathed the cool

and temperate air of the Meles, and the poets and heroes of Greece and

Rome had no very intimate commerce with the sun”), only to conclude

by stating how poorly it reflected on “the people of Boston” and their

“principles of liberty” to keep even a “merely imitative” African poet in

bondage. Similarly, some months later, Thomas Day, in the preface to

the second edition of his popular antislavery poem “The Dying Negro”

(1774), chided American “inconsistency” and called Americans worse

than Spartans.34

This is why Thomas Jefferson built the “Manners” chapter of Notes
on the State of Virginia around his famous slam: “Religion, indeed, has

Sally McKee, “Slavery,” in The Classical Tradition, ed. Anthony Grafton, Glenn
W. Most, and Salvatore Settis (Cambridge, MA, 2010), 892–93.

34. Patricia Bradley, Slavery, Propaganda, and the American Revolution (Jack-
son, MS, 1998), 103–106. Racial justifications were emphasized by Henry Louis
Gates, Jr. in his influential recovery of Wheatley’s place in African American liter-
ary history. Gates, Figures in Black: Words, Signs, and the “Racial” Self (New
York, 1987), 61–80; Gates, The Signifying Monkey: A Theory of African-American
Literary Criticism (New York, 1988), 129–30. Monthly Review 49 (Dec. 1773),
457–59, repr. in Mukhtar Ali Isani, ed., “The British Reception of Wheatley’s
Poems on Various Subjects,” Journal of Negro History 66 (Summer 1981), 147–48;
Slauter, The State as a Work of Art, 192; Brycchan Carey, “A Stronger Muse:
Classical Influences in Eighteenth-Century Abolitionist Poetry,” in Ancient Slav-
ery and Abolition: From Hobbes to Hollywood, ed. Edith Hall, Richard Alston, and
Justine McConnell (New York, 2011), 131–32.
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Figure 1: Phillis Wheatley, Poems on Various Subjects, Religious and Moral
(London, 1773), Library of Congress.

produced a Phillis Whately; but it could not produce a poet. The com-

positions published under her name are below the dignity of criticism.

The heroes of the Dunciad are to her as Hercules to the author of that

poem.” Jefferson had a copy of Wheatley’s Poems in his library, which

he sold to the Library of Congress in 1815. In a Library of Congress

copy stamped 1867, marginalia that appears to be his handwriting sug-

gests that Jefferson carefully tracked her appearances in newspapers in

late 1773. (See Figure 1.) The misspelling of her name a dozen years

later in the Notes (and again, differently, his 1815 catalog of his books)
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may be in the manner of a Freudian slip, but it seems likely that he

understood exactly what he was doing and the mocking style in which

he did it: As Peter Dorsey has argued, he “clearly felt threatened.”35

Wheatley only takes up a few lines at the center of this lengthy defense

of the Americans, but in a real sense it is all about her, and made neces-

sary by her transatlantic fame. She is negative proof: The quickness of

the dismissal is rhetorical, and essential to the argument. Her poetry is

merely religious, not classical; mock-epic, not epic. Her engagement with

Alexander Pope and the very poets Pope translated—Homer, Horace—is

winked away. The short-guy joke on Pope and his Dunciad (Wheatley

is to the hacks that Pope mocked as the hunchback Pope is to Hercules)

evokes Jefferson’s lengthy attack, in earlier chapters, on Comte de

Buffon’s and Abbe Raynal’s widely publicized notion, in their own natu-

ral histories, that the New World had led to a natural degeneration of

mammalian life—a degeneration that they had seen in the practices of the

colonizers, not least their shocking revival of slavery. Buffon and Raynal’s

“call for a Black Spartacus” to redress the wrongs of New World slavery

certainly fed Jefferson’s sense of what it might mean for a slave poet to

have an original or even derivative relationship with Roman classics.36

35. Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia with Related Documents,
ed. David Waldstreicher (Boston, 2002), 178; Thomas Jefferson’s Library: A Cat-
alog with the Entries in His Own Order, ed. James Gilreath and Douglas L. Wilson
(Washington, DC, 1989), 117; E. Millicent Sowerby comp., Catalogue of the
Library of Thomas Jefferson (Charlottesville, VA, 1983), 4: 491 (“Whateley”);
Wheatley, Poems on Various Subjects, Religious and Moral (London, 1773), v,
Library of Congress. Peter A. Dorsey, Common Bondage: Slavery as Metaphor in
Revolutionary America (Knoxville, TN, 2009), 174. Vincent Carretta suggested
to me that Jefferson’s misspelling may reflect contemporary pronunciation of simi-
lar names like “Whately” and “Wheatley.” It is well known among scholars that
Jefferson did not spell consistently. Yet no other contemporaries I have seen mis-
spell her name in that way. There was, of course, another famous Whately: the
late Thomas Whately (d. 1772), author of the Stamp Act, undersecretary of state
for the colonies under Lord North, addressee of the famous Hutchinson letters,
and a figure despised by American patriots. William H. Robinson maintained that
Jefferson’s copy in the Library of Congress, one of the 1773 London printings,
misspells Wheatley’s name; but this one does not, and as we can see from Figure
1, the owner of the LOC copy copied her name correctly from newspapers.
Robinson, Phillis Wheatley: A Bio-Bibliography (Boston, 1981), xv.

36. Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, 178–79; Caroline Winterer, The
Mirror of Antiquity: American Women and the Classical Tradition, 1750–1900
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Jefferson actually develops at considerable length a classical context

for Wheatley and African slavery; but he inverts it, turning it away from

her and her poems by presenting her as the antinomy of Greeks and

Romans. Jefferson’s comparison of Roman slavery and of Roman slaves’

literary achievements to those of Wheatley and her contemporary

Ignatius Sancho reversed the antislavery implications of the comparison

of ancient and modern slavery invoked by Montesquieu, who denounced

racial justifications for New World slavery. The discussion of Wheatley

and other black writers as merely imitative and thus inferior has devastat-

ing implications given Jefferson’s insistence that modern African slavery

is kinder and gentler than the Roman variety, and only a temporary,

washable stain on Virginian and American character. The supposedly

kind nature of North American mastery undergirds a downgrading of the

African genius who had become a one-woman antislavery argument.

Emily Greenwood deftly observes of the larger tradition of dismissing

Wheatley, “You know you have been well and truly marginalized when

even your neoclassicism is held to be derivative,” but in this regard

Jefferson’s refusal to even admit of the neoclassical ambitions in what

he archly calls “the compositions published under her name” suggests

the high stakes at play. Its most telling aspect may be his handling of the

precedent of the Afro–Roman slave poet Terence—if one knows Terence

as contemporaries did. Jefferson doesn’t tell us that Wheatley claims

Terence: He cannot because he has already characterized Wheatley as a

merely religious writer (Terence’s verse plays are downright bawdy).

Instead he asserts that Terence does not prove anything about black

slavery, since he was “of the race of whites,” a presumption still debated

today. Jefferson also ignores the other key dimensions of Wheatley’s

identification with Terence as a slave and as (in a footnote to her book’s

first poem) “African by birth” like her: Terence too was suspected of

getting help in writing, only to be vindicated and celebrated; and he

earned his freedom by his pen. Wheatley had put herself in the tradition

of classical—male—emancipated writers with something to say about

political men and about the relationships between slaves and masters.

(Ithaca, NY, 2007), 31–35; Hannah Spahn, Thomas Jefferson, Time, and History
(Charlottesville, VA, 2011), 252n18; William Huntting Howell, Against Self-
Reliance: The Arts of Dependence in the Early United States (Philadelphia, 2015),
52–53; Christopher P. Iannini, Fatal Revolutions: Natural History, West Indian
Slavery, and the Routes of American Literature (Chapel Hill, NC, 2012), 232–34.
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Jefferson proceeds to deny the qualifications of a few male or female

African slaves to participate in the republic of letters, as well as any

precedent Greek or Roman history or letters might suggest for emancipa-

tion on the grounds of African equality. Homer may indeed have

Eumaeus complain about the sheer human waste of slavery, he admits

(quoting Pope’s translation), but only to assert immediately that “the

slaves of which Homer speaks were whites.”37

Ultimately Jefferson dissolves the temporal and spatial questions of

slavery and modernity into one of race—the hallmark of modern Ameri-

can slavery. In the aftermath of Phillis Wheatley, it seems that Jefferson

had to reply on race (and in a later section, mindful of the international

audience of his Notes, a promise of eventual emancipation, and an admis-

sion of slavery’s wrongs) in order to establish a virtuous Virginian–

American identity. Wheatley’s non-racial, Christian, universalist,

neoclassical, feminine antislavery testimony is inadmissible—because of

Jefferson’s need to claim aspects of universalism, classical revival, and

anti-tyranny for the Americans. In Jefferson’s emerging world, nothing

but race, understood as nature, can trump the suspicion of colonial and

early national inferiority—nothing, that is, but the putatively non-

imperial (and proleptically post-slavery) version of American nationhood

which Jefferson seeks to project. If she’s a poet, arguments for America

as an improvement over European corruption, as a selective “counter-

cultural” classical revival, do not stand up, at least not yet, not with

slavery; if people are listening to Wheatley, the American revolutionaries

have not “drove the ancients from their pedestals and occupied their

places,” as Carl J. Richard summarizes the founders’ aspirations, unless

it is the other ancients, the barbarians and Spartans, we are talking about.

And the best way to make her something other than she was, was to get

his international audience to not read her, or think about the world that

had made her, but instead to read her race in the context of an exagger-

ated depiction of her piety as a feminine foible. When Jefferson makes

37. Emily Greenwood, “The Politics of Classicism in the Poetry of Phillis
Wheatley,” in Ancient Slavery and Abolitionism, ed. Hall, Alston, and McConnell,
165; Wheatley, “To Maecenas,” Complete Writings, ed. Carretta, 10; Terence,
The Comedies, ed. Brown, 101, 316n; Paula Bennett, “Phillis Wheatley’s Vocation
and the Paradox of the ‘Afric Muse,’ ” PMLA 113 (Jan. 1998), 64–76; Jenny
Davidson, Breeding: A Partial History of the Eighteenth Century (New York,
2009), 162. Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, 180.
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Pope and Terence and Homer his and not hers, he denies the very

grounds of both her art and her politics, while reducing it to a feminized

religion he has already argued, in another chapter of the Notes, ought to

be separated from truly political questions. He shows just how much was

at stake in seemingly literary matters, and that the segregated and gen-

dered boundaries of American independence could not be taken for

granted. They had to be inscribed anew, in part because Phillis Wheatley

had rewritten them.38

The patriot movement and its call for liberties gave an extra charge to

the reasonable question about whether American colonists, in the wake

of world wars and a heightened slave trade, were, in fact, barbaric—that

is, ancient in all the wrong ways. The very public entry of an African

woman into the conversation about ancients, moderns, Africans, and

Americans, in as informed a manner as Wheatley, helped precipitate a

cultural and political crisis, every bit as much as the Somerset case.

Little wonder that Jefferson began, around 1774, to deny the relevance

of classical precedents for public matters, insisting that the uses of the

classics were wholly private and domestic—much as his fellow planters

would begin to describe women and slavery itself.39

Wheatley will not be fully understood or appreciated as an actor in

history until we realize the striking multiplicity of reasons why she was

Jefferson’s kryptonite. It was not just that she was an African and a slave

writing, or writing poetry, or writing Christian poetry: It is that she was

writing neoclassical poetry, and in doing so bringing, by stealth (or by

simile) her African and female experience to bear on various aspects of

secular as well as religious life, including the politics of the Revolution.

38. Gordon S. Wood, “Prologue: The Legacy of Rome in the American Revo-
lution,” in Thomas Jefferson, the Classical World, and Early America, ed. Peter S.
Onuf and Nicholas P. Cole (Charlottesville, VA, 2011), 15; Carl J. Richard, Greeks
and Romans Bearing Gifts: How the Ancients Inspired the Founding Fathers (Lan-
ham, MD, 2008), ix.

39. Eran Shalev, “Thomas Jefferson’s Classical Silence, 1774–1776: Historical
Consciousness and Roman History in the Revolutionary South,” and Peter S.
Onuf, “Ancients, Moderns, and the Progress of Mankind: Thomas Jefferson’s
Classical World,” in Thomas Jefferson, the Classical World, and Early America,
ed. Onuf and Cole, 219–47, 35–55; Jan Ellen Lewis, Pursuits of Happiness: Fam-
ily and Values in Jeffersonian Virginia (New York, 1983); Jeffrey Robert Young,
Domesticating Slavery: The Master Class in Georgia and South Carolina, 1670–
1837 (Chapel Hill, NC, 1999).
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Wheatley’s emergence and her interventions in the politics of slavery,

like those other moments when blacks became participants in the impe-

rial struggle, were the moments when mutually serving Anglo–American

myths, and with it the colonial structures they sustained, began to break

down—when, in Pocock’s terms, the factors that created liberties were

perceived to threaten them. That a woman played a significant role in

this process may also have implications for our understanding of the

American Revolution.

The problem of the empire, whether seen from Boston, from Norfolk,

or from London, proved inseparable from the question of slavery. His-

tories of the paths to and the paths from the Revolution need to account

for—not just celebrate, execrate, or excuse—the results. Empire, republi-

canism, and slavery implicated one another. The Mansfield decision in

Somerset v. Steuart is one index of this; Wheatley’s emergence shortly

thereafter is another. James Somerset linked the two of them personally

as well as politically, and Jefferson, being Jefferson, could detect that,

even if it took him a decade, the victory of the Continental Army, and

perhaps also Wheatley’s death in 1784, during his revision of Notes on
the State of Virginia, to resolve it on paper to his own satisfaction.

Wheatley lived long enough to propose a rather different post-colonial

identity for America than Jefferson did. Even if the story of the American

Revolution must be a story of Jefferson’s real and imagined victories, it

cannot be an accurate story until it shows how Phillis Wheatley and

James Somerset actually chose some key battlegrounds, in verse as in the

courtroom, several years before their fellow slaves chose Dunmore’s and

Washington’s armies.
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